Name of the Tool

New York University Newspaper Databases

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://guides.nyu.edu/az.php?t=10184

Subject

Newspapers - United States – Archives
Newspapers - Databases

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

New York University

Brief History

From the time of its founding in 1831 until 1973, New York University housed its
library collections in various campus locations. A major gift from Elmer Holmes
Bobst and his wife, Mamdouha, enabled the university to bring its various collections
together in a new library on Washington Square in 1973. Designed in red sandstone
by Philip Johnson and Richard Foster, the Elmer Holmes Bobst Library is the

flagship of the Division of Libraries. Since 2004, a multiphase renovation has
transformed six of its twelve library floors and created a versatile Research
Commons on floors 4, 5, and 6, to be expanded to 7 in early 2017.
The New York University Archives has served, since 1977, as the final repository for
the historical records of New York University (NYU).

Scope and Coverage

Newspaper archival databases from around the world are available here.

Kind of Information

New York University Library provides the links of newspaper archival databases
from around the world. Total 68 Databases found for News & Newspapers.
Here short descriptions of every database are given.
As for example,

Consortium or affiliated users can login to access resources available through their
organization. Users without an active NYU NetID, but with a library card, should use
the “Other Borrowers” button. Visitors without an NYU NetID or library card may
save their BobCat searches by logging in with their Facebook or Twitter account.
 Visitors from different countries can access the databases with their facebook or
Special Features
twitter account. First the visitors need to select the

tab.

Arrangement Pattern

All the Databases are arranged alphabetically
As for example,

Remarks

The New York University Archives serves as the final repository for the historical
records of NYU. Its primary purpose is to document the history of the University and
to provide source material for administrators, faculty, students, alumni, and other
members of the University community, as well as scholars, authors, and other
interested persons who seek to evaluate the impact of the University’s activities on
the history of American social, cultural, and intellectual development.

Comparable Tools

 Florida Digital Newspaper Library ( http://ufdc.ufl.edu/fdnl1)
 Michigan State University : Historical Newspaper Databases
( http://libguides.lib.msu.edu/newspaperguide)

Date of Access

March 9, 2017

